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Barolo, Barbaresco, Valpolicella, Chianti are all very familiar in the minds of consumers.
There are 20 wine regions that correspond to Italy's 20 administrative regions. There
are over 3,000 varieties grown in the country, though far less have any relevance
commercially. Wine is grown in each of the regions and is part of the dinner table in
Italy. Matching food and wine is easy, regional wine matches regional food. These 6
wiines offer a glimpse into the wider world of Italian Wine beyond the usual varieties
and expressions that are widely available. 
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3,000 VARIETIES



Valtellina is so high that it needs helicoptors to get the
fruit off the mountain at harvest time. The altitude
impacts the wine by adding acidity and perfume to the
mix. Chiavennasca is the regional name for Nebbiolo
and it is a completely different proposition to the Barolo
or Barbaresco we know, offering stunning elegance and
a tangy acidity. From Lombardy, north of Piedmont, the
snow capped mountains are home to 50-100 year old
vines. Southern exposure and a long maceration time,
this is truly unique. 

Il Pettirosso, or 'robin redbreast', is a dedication to Ar Pe Pe’s founder, Arturo who first
created this bottling in 1997. A selection of casks ready to be bottled after relatively
minimal ageing, it brings together parcels in the subzones of Sassella and Grumello.
Piercing pure rose, cherry blossom and tobacco lead the way to a nucleus of sweet
raspberry, red cherry and subtle flintiness. It's fine-boned in frame and zesty in acidity,
with silky-smooth tannins that glide effortlessly across the palate. The epitome of
elegance. 93 POINTS, DECANTER MAGAZINE

Pettirosso is the Italian name for the red-breasted robin. The story goes the original
cuvee was to be a riserva (extended oak age) until a robin entered the winery and
landed on a barrel, tasting the wine, they realised it was ready to bottle. STSWine 
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ARPEPE 'IL PETTIROSSO'
VALTELLINA SUPERIORE 2015 

TECHNICS



Dogliani is ground zero for Dolcetto, and the specific Cru is calledBricco Mollea. The
vines are some of the oldest in the region at 50 - 60 years of age. Unusually the
fermentation takes place in concrete, leading to an utterly clean and fresh. The wine is
raised in stainless steel to augment this fresh cleanliness (Dolcetto has a tendency to
be overdone). Trediberri describe it as: a funny wine, non-extremely complex in the
mid-palate, slightly tannic and with a lingering, spicy and refreshing finish. Perfect to
pair with a saffron risotto, pad thai, chicken tikka masala, Mortadella and
Squacquerone.

Trediberri is a relatively new producer in the Piedmont region of Italy, although the
proprietors, the Oberto family, have been involved in growing grapes and producing
wine for generations. Trediberris Barolos are excellent, and I especially admire its
Dogliani, a fresh, lively wine with a welcome touch of bitter chocolate flavor. Dogliani
is considered a prime area for the dolcetto grape. Wines like this demonstrate why
thats true. NEW YORK TIMES

The New York Times piece demonstrates how far Trediberri have come so quick. We
love these guys. Three mates (Tred - Berri) left perfectly good, high paying jobs in the
real world to start making wine! They are modern in every way, and they play on
the fact that they have no history in the region. Damn do they make good juice.
Dolcetto is a funny grape, higher alcohol and tannin with lower acid generally,
Trediberri dial the alcohol back and the acidity up and make it one of the most
luggable wines you will encounter and the ultimate pizza wine (though you might
find a few so called ultimate pizza wines on this site!). The best Dolcetto comes from
it's spiritual home of Dogliani - get on this. STSWine
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TREDIBERRI DOGLIANI DOLCETTO

TECHNICS



This is an incredible proposition. Bibi Graetz' top wine, Testmatta is one of the most
collectable wines on the planet and is mentioned in the same sentence as other Super
Tuscans such as Sassacaia and Ornellaia. The fruit for Bollamatta comes from the
very vines that produce Testamatta. The process of green harvesting involves the
wine maker removing bunches of grapes to focus the energy to the remaining bunch
and up the concentration and intesity. Feeling that the fruit at this stage of its life had
some special qulities, Bibi reserved it and started to make Bollmatta (meaning crazy
head). To up the acidity, he included 10% of the super acidic white grape Trebbiano,
also picking early to produce an acidity and bubble with piercing intensity. This is top
to tail wine making - long may it continue! 

To Bibi Graetz, the NV Bollamatta is all about fun. The wine is crazy fun to make (he
tells me) and crazy fun to drink (I can confirm). Made in the Charmat method, this
cheerful Italian sparkler is a blend of 90% Sangiovese and 10% Trebbiano. It opens to
a pale pink color and delivers large, round bubbles that are tonic and sharp. The
bouquet reveals wild berry, citrus and raw almond. The wine is extremely refreshing,
and those prominent bubbles serve to brighten and liven up the palate. This wine
follows in the footsteps of one of Italy's most irresistible and successful wine trends: the
everyday sparkling wine. 90 POINTS, ROBERT PARKER

This is more of a rosé with bubbles than a sparkling rosé and I like it. Very fun and
refreshing. Medium-bodied, fruity, yet crisp and entertaining. Delicious fruit/acid
balance. Sangiovese. Try it! 91 POINTS, JAMES SUCKLING
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BIBI GRAETZ BOLLAMATTA NV

TECHNICS



If you have been to Italy you have likely seen
the striking Feudi San Gregorio bottles, with
their clear and dark glass with classical mosaic
on the label. They are a big company but
produce exceptionally well made wines full of
poise and balance. The concentrate of the
indigenous grapes of the South like
Falanghina, Greco, Fiano and Aglianico. For
a long time there seems to have been a
revolution brewing in Campania thanks tto
the efforts of FSG and smaller producers like
Quintodecimo but it never comes. The result
for us though is a last bastion of value in fine
dry white wines. Put down the chrdonnay,
Campania is here. 

Bright golden-tinged yellow. Apple and pear on the perfumed nose. Fresh and lively,
offering a slightly glyceral mouthfeel. Finishes long and clean with a hint of balsamic
oils. A very easy-to-drink wine full of early appeal, and that goes a long way in
explaining why Falanghina is such a well-liked variety and wine. 90 Points, VINOUS

Very spicy and fresh notes of guava peel, juniper berries and onions. Medium body,
bright, steely acidity and a clear-cut finish. 91 Points, JAMES SUCKLING
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FEUDI SAN GREGORIO
FALANGHINA DEL SANNIO 2018

TECHNICS



Gorgeous roasted-vine-tomato sweetness and distinct green-vine-stem fragrance.
Rustic and robust but immensely charming and appealing. This is just begging for
chicken puttanesca with some crusty white bread to soak up those juices. JANCIS
ROBINSON

Grape growers since the 17th century, the Scala family formed their Azienda Agricola
in 1949 to produce and sell Cirò wines. Their 18 hectares of vineyards are located in
sight of the sea, and they grow Greco, Nerello, Magliocco and the region’s star,
Gaglioppo. From the 2016 vintage all wines are certified organic, but they have
practiced low intervention and vinification methods for years. Scala wines are always
bright, characterful and engaging. STSWine

Since 1949 a tradition of refinement has handed down from father to son: Luigi Scala
now leads the production of Cirò wines in the old winery with great attachment to
family traditions. From the growing of grapes to the refinement and ageing of wines,
the company takes great care in every step of production, aiming more to the
excellency of its final product, a distinguished Calabrian wine, than to the quantity of
bottling. The continuance of family tradition and philosophy is also ensured by the
recent joining in the company of Francesco Scala The vineyard has a surface area of
18 hectares for an overall production of 100.000 bottles. The company's production is
mostly based on native grape such as Gaglioppo, Magliocco, Nerello, Mantonico and
Greco. These varietals are cultivated at espalier and typical tree-shaped vines on the
hinterland plains and hills and on an average argillaceous and sandy soil.
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SCALA CIRO ROSSO SUPERIORE

TECHNICS



Aromas of red cherries, dried cranberries, citrus zest and tobacco smoke. It’s medium-
bodied with fresh acidity, ultra fine tannins and a refined finish. More dried than
fresh-fruit character. 93 POINTS, JAMES SUCKLING

Nerello Mascalese, the Barolo of the South. This is the best vintage of this wine I have
had, manages to toe the line between dry salinity and generous sweet fruit perfectly.
STSWine

Located in Solicchiata, Michele Faro is among the
new faces on Etna and a member of the fledgling
group winemakers known as the “Etna Boys.” The
estate was founded in 2005 and has 11 hectares of
vineyard on the north face of Etna ranging from 600
to 900 meters above sea level. Pietradolce was
developed with the help of consulting oenologist Carlo
Ferrini. THE WINE ADVOCATE
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PIETRADOLCE ETNA ROSSO

TECHNICS


